UK TECH TALENT TRACKER
Monitoring technology skills and jobs in the UK

Manchester’s digital tech turnover climbed to £3.2bn initiatives from banks and specialised lenders.

Cardiff’s tech start-ups benefit from funding computer science and maths graduates.

Liverpool will be other hotspots around the country.

London is still the major UK city for tech and jobs in the UK

Monitoring technology skills

to expand throughout the UK – and availability of talent is one of the biggest factors
to differentiate them. ”

More opportunity and more inspiration for our younger generations. ”

though we have built logical search queries to avoid duplicates, the probability of profile repetition cannot be ruled out completely, especially with data of people profiles, for each technology and for each city/technology area of interest or otherwise.

LinkedIn Professional Network (as of June 19, 2019), reflecting, the LinkedIn Professional Network provides the service (including content and keywords# in their job descriptions as advertised by the LinkedIn Professional Network generally does not review content provided by the Network) and users agree that LinkedIn is not responsible for any such misuse. Members or others.
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